TOTAL(LY) INCLUSIVE ECLIPSE

Planning through the Lens of Inclusion
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Rochester Accessible Adventures
INCLUSION IS INTENTIONAL

- **Who To Engage**
  - 26% of the population
  - Intellectual, Developmental and Physical Disabilities
  - Children, Youth, Adults

- **Where To Market This Event**
  - Families
  - Facilities – Senior Living, Nursing Homes, Group Homes, Day Programs, Service Providers
  - Municipal Recreation
  - Employers

- **What is Your Message?**
  - “ASL interpreter on site during event”
  - “Accessible Parking Map”
  - “Take A Virtual Tour BEFORE You Arrive”
  - “Quiet/Sensory Rooms Available During Event”
  - “Request Large Print/Braille Materials”
  - “Contact Our Inclusion Coordinator with Access Questions”

If you explicitly invite everyone in the family, you will most likely GET THE WHOLE FAMILY!
MASTER PLANS GUIDE YOUR INCLUSION IMPLEMENTATION

- Facility
- Parking
- Restrooms
- Activities
- Marketing

- Routes of access
- Options for Viewing
- Alternate Types of Materials
- Imagery of people with disabilities on your promotional materials
ACCESS, PROCESS & EXPERIENCE

- **Physical**
  - access
  - e.g., mobility

- **Cognition**
  - processing information
  - “how to”, “then what”
  - rules, socially accepted expectations

- **Sensory Experience**
  - e.g., sight, sound
  - stimulation

Involves your community!

- Engage service organizations
- Invite people with disabilities to the planning tables!

https://accessibility.ku.edu/best-practice-guidelines-planning-accessible-event
www.inclusiverec.org Inclusion U Training
AND WE THOUGHT THAT WAS COOL…

Just wait for this TOTAL(LY) INCLUSIVE ECLIPSE!
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